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Example 2 : The participant strings together multiple uses of the history walkthrough tool (H). The associated
decision phase is the exploitation phase (T) through the comparison of previously examined plans whose
characteristics the user compares. The intensive use of the undo and redo buttons can be explained by the
distance in the history stack of the plans that the user is trying to evaluate against each other. The system could
discriminate the plans in the history that the user is interested in from those that he or she needs to view to get
there, by analyzing the time spent on each of them the tool. The AI could then overlay these plans of interest to
help the operator compare them and save time and clicks.

Example 1: The participant looks at all of the system's plan suggestions (S) several times, then validates one.
Since the AI is the originator of all the plan families that the operator has consulted thanks to this tool, he could be
encouraged after his initial validation to continue the exploration (R) but with more participation in the
development. The AI would propose to him to enter a strategic co-construction phase on the targets to be
abandoned. Moreover, as the operator has not carried out an exploitation phase (T), the AI could also propose
several tactical alternatives of the plan family corresponding to the validated suggestion, in order to initiate a
dialogue at a complementary analysis scale to the one he had examined.

Personalizing the interaction proposed by an intelligent system to an operator according to an estimation of his
decisional intentions requires, however, that the system be able to build such a representation.
Hypothesis : when an intelligent system assists an operator in making a decision, the operator's use of the AI can
provide information about the decision process he is implementing and thus reveal opportunities for more
intelligent assistance.

Collaborative
tools allow
replanning with
different task
distributions
between the
operator and the
intelligent system.

Recurrences in the replanning
strategies deployed by the different
participants. Interactions initiated
by the operators can be divided into
two general functions:
- tactical search for new families

of plans, or exploration phase
- operational evaluation and

optimization of a family of plans
already examined, or
exploitation phase.

Sequence of replanning tools used and
compromise plans validated by participants
in the field 1.

- Significant inter-individual but also intra-
individual variability in human-IA decision
making.
- Participants almost always validate different
plans in the second session even though they
are replanning on the same terrain as in the
first.

Sequence of replanning tools used and
compromise plans validated by participants in
the field 2.

- Interviews allow us to estimate the intentions of the operators during each interaction, and to imagine
possibilities of intervention of the AI that can adapt to this human variability.
- Such an AI initiative to help build the flight plan could be imagined either during the interaction, or after a first
human validation.

During human-IA team decision-making, the use made of the intelligent system differs both at the intra-individual
and extra-individual levels. In this simulation environment, all participants began interactions with an exploration
(R) phase, and then engaged in alternating exploration (R) and exploitation (T) phases until final validation of a
flight plan.

- The microworld features a
military air operator in charge
of supervising a drone to carry
out observation missions in
hostile areas.

- The objective is to fly over
several sites to photograph
them, and then to leave the
hostile area while minimizing
the risks taken and the fuel
consumed.


